
A   Document   to   (Hopefully)   Make   Your   Life   Easier   
  

This   document   compiles   some   suggestions   which   you   may   find   useful   in   running   your   reading   program   
this   quarter.   We   have   included   a   sample   first   meeting   format,   tips   for   picking   a   reading   you   will   both   
enjoy,   expectations,   and   icebreaker   questions   to   help   you   get   started.   These   are   not   instructions,   so   pick   
and   choose   what   you   want   from   this   document.   
There   is   also   a   list   of   expectations   at   the   end   in   case   you   forget.   
  

If   you   have   any   questions   you   can   always   email   us:   
Ashleigh   Adams   at     adams@math.ucdavis.edu     Kyle   Chickering   at     krc@math.ucdavis.edu    .   
Greg   de   Paul   at    gdepaul@ucdavis.edu    and   Laura   Starkston   at    lstarkston@math.ucdavis.edu   
  

Suggested   Format   and   Topic   Choice   
  

Suggested   First   Meeting   Format:   
- 15   minutes   of   chatting   and   getting   to   know   each   other!   We   want   to   recognize   them   as   a   person   

first   and   a   future   mathematician   second.   (See   questions   below)   
- 10   minutes   talking   about   courses   they   enjoy,   math   they’ve   enjoyed.   Try   to   get   an   understanding   

of   their   mathematical   background   during   this   time.   But   remember   not   to   quiz   them,   this   is   just   a   
conversation.   :)     

- Give   a   5   minute   spiel   on   your   area   of   math.   Maybe   show   them   an   example   of   an   object   you   care   
about.   Even   if   the   student   doesn’t   totally   understand,   they   will   at   least   get   a   warm-fuzzy   feeling   
about   your   area   of   math.   

- Discuss   possible   readings   and   try   to   get   a   feel   for   if   the   student   is   interested   in   any   of   the   choices   
of   readings   or   not.   (It   might   be   easier   to   give   them   a   basic   idea   of   what   each   of   the   readings   
entails.)   

- Schedule   a   regular   time   for   the   pair   of   you   to   meet.   
  

How   to   pick   a   reading   that   you   will   both   enjoy:   
- Come   into   the   meeting   with   an   idea   based   on   the   mentee’s   form   with   a   few   possible   topics   to   

explore   and   readings.   You   may   decide   after   the   meeting   that   none   of   your   choices   were   the   right   
fit.   That   is   okay!     

- Discuss   possible   readings   by   giving   them   a   short   few   sentence   spiel   on   the   possible   readings   and   
try   to   gauge   their   interest.   

- Have   them   read   a   section   of   the   paper/book   for   the   coming   week   and   then   reassess   when   you.   
reconvene   the   following   week.   The   mentee   could   feel   that   it   is   over   their   head   once   they   dive   into   
it.   In   that   case,   readjust   to   something   that   better   suits   their   needs.   This   could   mean   a   slightly   
different   topic   than   originally   chosen   or   it   could   mean   picking   a   reading   that   is   easier.   

- Be   flexible!    Remind   them   that   whatever   they   choose   does   not   have   to   be   the   thing   they   read   
about   for   the   rest   of   their   undergraduate   career   or   even   for   the   rest   of   the   quarter.     

- If   you’re   struggling   to   find   material,   check   out   this   link   full   of   great   starter   texts   ranging   from   
short   papers   to   full   course   textbooks   
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Nb0yGDq9N_uqbKwizy8IO6j-HLAa5rVi?usp=sharing   
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Suggested   Questions   
  

  
Getting   to   know   each   other:  

- Ask   for   your   Mentee’s   pronouns.   
- Are   you   in   Davis   this   quarter   or   somewhere   else?   
- What   are   your   goals   after   college?   (They   may   not   know   this   yet,   and   that’s   okay)   
- What   is   a   funny   thing   that   has   happened   in   one   of   your   classes?   
- Coffee   or   tea?   (What’s   your   go-to   coffee   shop   order?)   
- Do   you   prefer   wind,   fire,   earth,   or   water?   
- Do   you   have   any   Davis   biking   stories?   

  
Mathematical   interest   questions:   

- What   do   you   like   about   studying   math?   
- What   has   been   your   favorite   mathematical   topic   you   learned   in   a   class?   
- What   has   been   your   favorite   math   class?   
- What   has   been   your   favorite   math   textbook?   Why?   

  
Logistics   questions:   

- How   would   you   describe   your   optimal   learning   style?   
- How   busy   are   you   this   quarter?   

  
Expectations   

  
- Both   the   mentee   and   the   mentor   will   always   keep   their   required   coursework   as   their   priority.   
- The   mentee   and   mentor   will   try   to   meet   once   a   week.   
- They   will   do   their   best   to   come   prepared   with   whatever   they’ve   decided   to   prepare   for   the   next   

meeting.   
- They   will   be   understanding   of   each   other   recognizing   everyone   is   here   because   they   enjoy   math   

and   want   to   learn   more.   
- The   mentor   will   check   in   with   the   student   at   the   beginning   of   their   meetings   to   see   how   they’re  

doing   to   give   the   mentee   the   opportunity   to   give   feedback.   
- Final   Deliverable:    The   mentor   will   help   guide   the   student   to   give   a   5-10   minute   presentation   at   

the   end   of   the   quarter.   If   the   student   is   unable   to   attend   the   final   meeting,   a   short   “blog   post”   style   
write-up   is   acceptable.   
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Basically,   find   out   why   they   are   a   person   and   show   that   you   are   a   
person   too.     

(Unless   of   course   you   are   not   a   person,   in   which   case   try   to   keep   that   under   wraps)   


